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Honors Convocation Set March 30th 
The Spring Honors Week 
will be observed during the last 
week in March with the Annual 
Convocation set for Thursday, 
March 30. The new date was 
officially changed from March 
12-18. 
Major events scheduled 
during the week include a 
student Life Award Program 
set for Wednesday March 29 in 
the Memorial Center Ballroom 
and the Honors Convocation on 
March 30. The President's 
Annual Dinner for Honor 
Stuents is set for the evening of 
March 30 in the Ballroom. 
The convocation speaker is 
Malvin R. Goode, special 
correspondent for International 
Affairs, who is considered by 
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Dr. Boney to Speak at 
Epsilon Pi Tau Banquet 
Dr. J. Don Boney, Chancellor 
of the University of Houston 
Downtown College will speak at 
the Annual Epsilon Pi Tau 
Banquet at 6:30 p.m. March 
18, 1978 in the Ballroom of 
the Student Memorial Center. 
Epsilon Pi Tau is the 
honorary professional fraterni­
ty in industrial arts and 
industrial vocational education. 
Beta Iota Chapter was installed 
at Prairie Veiw in 1962. 
We are delighted to have Dr. 
Boney, who is a 1948 Prairie 
View A&M College graduate to 
speak at the 1978 Centennial 
Year Banquet. 
Dr. Boney is a native of 
Calvert, Texas and was 
educated in Texas. He 
graduated from high school at 
Rockdale, Texas in 1944. He 
attended Prairie View A&M 
College where he was awarded 
a Bachelor of Science degree in 
1948. He attended the 
University of Texas in Austin 
where he received a Master of 
Education degree in 1957 in the 
field of Education Psychology, 
and a Doctorate in Education 
in 1964 in Educational 
Psychology. 
Dr. Boney has served in 
educational capacities as teach­
er, principal, counselor, direc­
tor of testing, and psychologist 
within various school districts 
of Texas. He served as Acting 
General Superintendent in the 
Houston Independent School 
District during an interim 
period from August 24, 1971, to 
January 4, 1972. 
On August 1, 1975, Dr. 
Boney assumed the post he now 
holds, Chancellor, University of 
Houston Downtown College. 
Beta Iota Chapter will 
initiate five graduate members 
and nine undergraduate mem­
bers. The graduate members 
are: Curtis Clerkley, Corpus 
Christi; Lott J. Brooks, 
Houston; William Johnson, 
Corpus Christi; Beverly Willi­
ams, Hempstead, and B. J. 
Mclendon, Houston. 
The undergraduate members 
are: Thomas Banks, industrial 
technology major; Donald 
Gamble, teacher education 
major; Karlina Hill, teacher 
education major; Obrora B. 
Ifejoku, industrial technology 
major; D. L. Lendley, 
industrial technology major; 
Carl Piatt, teacher education 
major; Obecliah C. Nylander, 
teacher education major; 
Ingrid Proctor, industrial 
technology major; and Norris 
Williams, industrial technology 
major. The initiation is 
scheduled for March 18, 1978. 
Dr. J. Don Boney 
Texas Advisory 
Council to Visit 
Prairie View A&M 
The Advisory Council for 
Technical-Vocational Educa­
tion in Texas will visit Prairie 
View A&M University the 
afternoon of March 14. 
Members will hear reports from 
the Deans and department 
heads of the four colleges that 
offer vocational curriculums. In 
addition, they will have an 
opportunity inspect instruc­
tional materials for the several 
programs in the College of 
Industrial Education and 
Technology. 
After hearing reports from 
the Colleges of Agriculture, 
Business, Home Economics, 
and Industrial Education, the 
council will make a brief tour of 
Hobart Taylor Hall, visit 
selected aras of the Home 
Rev .  E .  R .  Curvey  
To  Speak  He r e  
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 
Inc. will hold their Founder's 
Day program on Sunday, April 
9, 1978 in the Memorial Center 
Chapel at 11:00 a.m. 
The guest speaker Elbert R. 
Curvey, organizer and pastor of 
the Sunny Side Missionary 
Baptist Church and Associate 
Director for Business with the 
Houston Independent School 
District. He is a graduate of 
Prairie View A&M University, 
the Kappa's cordially invite the 
public to attend. 
Noted Engineer 
To Speak at PV 
UNIVERSITY GIFT - Dupont Company representatives 
W. H. F.htig and R. D. Stewart are shown presenting check to 
President A. I. Thomas. 
Mr. Donald Klein, Executive 
Director of the State Board of 
Registration for Professional 
Engineers will be the Guest 
Lecturer in the Engineering 
Seminar Series on March 15, 
1978. 
As part of the University's 
Centennial Year celebration, 
the College of Engineering is 
involving leaders of the 
engineering and the architectu­
ral profession in a series of 
discussion relative to the future 
of these professions and the 
role of minorities in them. 
Since, every state in the 
nation has adopted laws which 
regulate the practice of 
engineering and the practice of 
architecture and since the 
College of Engineering is 
engaged in the preparation of 
students for entry into the 
profession, it has the responsi­
bility of educating its students 
to the responsibilities and the 
accountability for professional 
practice. Mr. Donald C. Klein, 
P.E., will contribute to the 
fulfillment of that responsibili­
ty. The noted Professional 
Engineer will address the 
student body on "Future 
Trends In Engineering Prac­
tice:' 
The Lecture discussion is 
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. in the 
Hotel Conference Room, on 
Wednesday, March 15, 1978. 
Donald C Klein is a 
Registered Professional Engi­
neer (P.E.) He has served in a 
wide range of consulting 
engineering functions world­
wide. He earned the degree of 
Bachelor of Science in 
Chemical Engineering (B.S.-
Ch.E.) from the University of 
Mexico. He gained his early 
professional experience as a 
Junior Engineer with El Paso 
Natural Gas Company. He later 
served as Chief Process 
Engineer with El Paso Natural 
Gas. He served as Vice 
President and General Mana­
ger of the "Societe Des 
Monomers DeSynthese, Paris, 
France. 
He has been a Principal 
Project Engineer with the Fluor 
Corporation. Donald Klein has 
served as a member of the State 
Board of Registration for 
Professional Engineers and he 
now serves as Executive 
Director of this agency which is 
charged by the State Constitu­
tion with the administration of 
the laws which regulates 
engineering practice in Texas. 
He is familiar with higher 
education in Texas, having 
served on the Board of Regents 
See ENGINEERING, Page 3 
ism. A native of Virginia, Mr. 
Goode graduated from the 
University of Pittsburgh and 
was awarded the Doctor of 
Humanities degree by Shaw 
University in North Carolina. 
Mr Goode joined ABC News 
in New York as a United 
Nations correspondent in 
1962 after 14 years with the 
Pittsburgh Courier and 13 
years of broadcasting experi­
ence with four radio and 
television stations. 
Members of the faculty will 
participate in the colorful 
processional leading the honor 
students into the fieldhouse for 
the convocation. Student lead­
ers in academic areas will 
receive special tributes. 
Malvin R. Goode 
Honors Convocation Speaker 
Religious Emphasis 
Activities Planned 
Hear what God says about — 
Adultery — Drugs — Homo­
sexuality — Dishonesty! 
Economics and Industrial 
Education buildings, and make 
a riding tour of selected areas 
of the College of Agriculture. 
The last tour will be the new 
hospital facility on the campus. 
The visit to Prairie View will 
end with a dinner in the 
President's dining room in 
Alumni Hall. 
The Advisory Council for 
Technical-Vocational Educa­
tion in Texas was established 
under the federal Vocational 
Education Amendments of 
1968. It was reconstituted 
under state law in 1969. 
It has 24 members who are 
recommended by the Governor, 
appointed by the State Board of 
Education, and confirmed by 
the State Senate to serve six yer 
staggered terms. 
The Advisory Council's 
broad purpose if "to establish a 
climate conducive to the 
development of technical, 
vocational, and manpower 
training in educational institu­
tions in the State of Texas to 
meet the needs of industrial 
and economic development of 
the State!' 
On November 10, 1973, the 
State Board of Education 
designated the Council to serve 
See ADVISORY, Page 3 
Three days of Religious 
Emphasis have been planned 
for March 19-21 under the 
sponsorship of the United 
Ministries of Prairie View 
A&M. 
The schedule includes — 
Sunday, March 19, 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Chapel Service. Mon­
day, March 20, 7:00 p.m., 
Memorial Center Ballroom; 
Tuesday, March 21, 7:00 p.m.. 
Memorial Center Ballroom. 
This topic will be lifted up to 
you and explored on three 
consecutive days. On Sunday, 
March 19, Brother Shelton T. 
W. Gibbs III will give a 
message at the 11:00 a.m. 
Chapel Service. Monday, 
March 20, a speaker will be 
presented from the Palmer 
Drug Abuse Program (P.D.-
A.P.) who has been the drug 
route, has been able to free 
himself from drugs, and now 
helps others to free themselves. 
He will speak at 7:00 p.m. in 
the Memorial Center Ballroom. 
Tuesday, March 21, is a panel 
presentation on "What God 
Says About . . ." Some of the 
panelists will be Mrs. C. B. 
Coss, the Rev. Darnell Walker, 
and the Rev. Robert Moore. 
The Rev. Alvertise Bowdre will 
act as moderator and the 
Baptist Student Movement 
Choir will be there to sing for 
us. 
HISTORICAL — Dr. MOdred Abshier, chairman of the 
Waller County Historical Commission and President A. I. 
Thomas are pictured during remarks at the Unveiling 
ceremonies of a historical marker near the birth place of Norris 
Wright Cuney, Black Republican leader of Texas in 1880-1895. 
TWO THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER MARCH 9-14, 1978 
Jiles Daniels Goes to Mobil 
Want a week in New 
York, the Big Apple? Want to 
enjoy this week with no money 
needed? Ask Jiles Daniels, Jr. 
He will give you the formula by 
which he is accomplishing this 
feat. Jiles will spend the week in 
March 19. 1978 in New York 
City as the guest of Mobil Oil 
Corporation. His host is Robert 
W. Brocksbank, Manager, 
Corporate University Relations 
for Mobil Oil Corporation. 
Jiles formula is centered 
around "SUCCESS." He holds 
an overall average of 3.87 out of 
a possible 4.00. He is a 
sophomore in Mechanical 
Engineering and an alumus of 
the Engineering Concepts 
Institute, (E.C.I.). Jiles serves in 
"Project Intercept" as a 
tutor-counsellor; thus, assisting 
other students to achieve 
academically while he gains 
gretaer strengths academically, 
as he learns the art of being a 
leader. According to Jiles 
"That's my formula. I want to 
be a winner; therefore, I must 
strive to achieve the highest 
possible goals and the College 
of Engineering is continuously 
offering us new and challenging 
opportunities to reach these 
levels of excellence, only we call 
it pfofessional competence!' 
Because of Jiles' academic 
accomplishments coupled with 
his winning the Mobil 
Technical Essay Contest he was 
JQes Daniels, Jr. 
selected by Mobil to go to New 
York with all expenses paid 
including pocket change. Jiles 
will spend a week in New York 
City "A Week In The Business 
World!' at the corporate 
headquarters of Mobil Oil 
Corporation. He will be one of 
twenty-five college students 
from across the country who 
will be visiting the business 
community of the world's 
largest financial, commercial 
and engineering complex, 
called New York. 
Jiles is indeed another 
example of Prairie View's 
success story. Congratulations! 
for being a winner, Jiles. Enjoy 
your week in the Big Apple, 
New York! New York. 
New Encounter of Nursing 
Kind is Career Day Theme 
The Prairie View A&M 
University College of Nursing 
at Houston sponsored a Career 
Day on February 23, 1978. The 
conference explored the expan­
ding role of the nurse and job 
opportunities for graduates 
with a baccalaureate in 
nursing. 
The keynote speaker was Dr. 
James Watson, newly appoint­
ed Health Director for the City 
of Houston. Dr. Watson 
asserted that the crisis of 
increased demand and soaring 
costs for medical care will 
expand the role of the nurse. 
"Millions of Americans now 
receive virtually no health care, 
and millions of others receive it 
only sporadically!' the doctor 
stated. The Health Director 
continued by saying that "Most 
health care is delivered at 
staggering financial cost." 
Emphasizing society's need 
to provide low cost, but quality 
health care, Dr. Watson 
pointed out that "Health care 
should be regarded not as a 
privilege, but as a basic human 
right for all citizens, and access 
to health care should be seen as 
a corollary to the right to life 
itself' 
"Preventive wellness oriented 
care that nurses can offer!' Dr. 
Watson stressed, "will be 
considered cost effective by 
policy makers." 
The trend toward the 
conservation of human resour-
GRADUATING 
owinw «r 'II 
? \ \ r 
We'll be on campus next week 
to talk about careers 
in energy. 
The energy challenge can lead to a 
rewarding career for you. Let us 
provide you with the opportunity. 
We're researching new energy 
sources, initiating computer appli­
cations, seeking better ways to pro­
tect the environment, and utilizing 
innovative transmission techniques. 
If you'll be graduating in one of the 
following areas, come discuss your 
future with us. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Contact your Placement Office for details, or write 
Arizona Public Service Company 
P.O. Box 21666 
Phoenix, Arizona 85036 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F ^^A  
PV Represented 
At Texas Bible 
Chair Seminar '78 
Prairie View A&M Univer­
sity was represented at the 
Texas Bible Chair Seminar '78 
held at the Bible Studies Center 
in Austin Februry 24-26. The 
seminar was composed of 
students and directors of 
Church of Christ Campus 
Ministries for 33 colleges and 
universities in Texas and 
Louisiana. Special speakers 
were from Arkansas, Missouri 
and Tennessee. 
Attending from Prairie View 
were: Carolyn Boozer, Floyd 
Boozer, Yevette Crutchfield, 
Bette Coleman, Theresa Fow­
ler, Barbara Gassaway, Herbert 
Hill, Paul Kent, Martha 
Thomas, Michael Woodard, 
Dr. F. M. Byrd and, director 
Alvertice Bowdre, Jr. 
The theme for the Seminar 
was, "Lord of All." In the 
development of the theme 
topics on the relationship in the 
home, on the campus, and in 
society in general were 
discussed. 
You are invited to become a 
part of the church of Christ 
Student Fellowship. Our meet­
ings are held each Monday 
evening at seven o'clock, in 
room 124, in the College of 
Home Economics. Each Thurs­
day we have a Noontime 
devotional from 12:30 to 1:00 
in the conference room of 
Alexander Hall. 
You are also invited to visit 
with our director who is the 
residence hall Chaplain in 
Alexander Hall. His office is 
102 N. The telephone number 
is 857-2921. 
Campus Security 
ces will demand nurses who 
have "Political awareness and 
the capacity for creative 
imagintion" to "assume their i • > • , indicated py the maioritv of tf role in resolving the health { majuniy oi in 
crisis!' said the speaker. respondents participating i crisis!' said the speaker. 
Dr. Watson concluded by 
predicting that "Nurses will be 
regarded as health profession­
als in their own right who are as 
vaulable to society for their 
unique contributions as physi­
cians are for theirs!' 
Representatives from thirty-
Dr. Edwards Gives 
Presentation at 
A/DD Meeting 
Dr. Charles T. Edwards, Jr., 
assistant dean, College of 
Industrial Education and 
Technology presented a profes­
sional paper to the Texas Gulf 
Coast Council of the American 
Institute for Design and 
Drafting at the monthly 
meeting March 2, 1978. Dr. 
Edwards has been a member of 
the council for three years and 
was invited to present the paper 
entitled "Status of Training 
Computer Graphics Personnel 
as Perceived by Drafting 
Managers!' The paper was 
based on the finding obtained 
from a research study 




1) Computer graphics sys­
tems will not replace the 
draftsman, rather they provide 
new areas of employment which 
require the same skills and 
knowledge required of the 
draftsman plus information on 
computer operations, 2) The 
responsibility for training 
computer graphics personnel as 
b  j y he 
n 
the study in company sponsor­
ed on-the-job-training pro­
grams. Opinons obtained from 
the responsdents show a trend 
toward colleges and universities 
accepting the resonsibility for 
training computer graphics 
personel by including data 
processing as well as skill nine hospitals, health related as *e" as 
organizations and the military disnlavt, • "I 6 graphlcal 
services me, ,he junior j 
i, r„r,er stcdep"'" ., J ,. ri. . ments would like to selert their respective institutions. select 
. See AIDD MEETING. Pace .7 
, 1 ScJiwarz Inc. 
704 ^Z/eati of C-ontinuoe <Stwice" 
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE 
and 
FURNITURE STORE 
Ot t a fiLtatuxt eLoing Guunta uiitk you 
Tel. 826-2466 p. O. Box 535 
Hempstead, Texas 
wsewewcawK 
PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS 
Where You Get More Than Just 
A Welcome and Good Service 
CITY DRUG-HEMPSTEAD 
826-2496 W. W. Wilkes, Owner 
This is a continuation of the 
series on violence against 
female residents at other 
universities with emphasis on 
preventive measures at Prairie 
View A&M University. 
From time to time we hear 
complaints form residents 
about locking the doors of the 
residence halls: such state­
ments as "they are treating us 
like kids!' 
Following is an excerpt of an 
incident which occurred at 
Florida State University as 
results of unlocked doors: 
Police deduce that the 
attacker entered the Chi 
Omega House through a door 
someone had not shoved 
enough to click the combina­
tion lock. He lightfooted it to 
the hall and up the stairs. Some 
of the girls locked their doors. 
Most of them didn't. They 
(police) say the first victim was 
Margaret Elisabeth Bowman, 
age 21. Her roommate had 
gone skiing in North Carolina. 
The attacker clubbed Bowman 
while she slept; hitting her 
again and again and again. 
Then he kneeled on the bloody 
bed an strangled her. He 
returned to the upstairs hall. In 
the next rear bedroom slept 
Lisa Levy, a 20 year old junior 
the attacker had clubbed. 
Kneeling on the bloody bed he 
strangled her. Her roommate 
was out on a date. The attacker 
was not through, across the hall 
roommates Karen Chandler, a 
21 year old senior and Kathy 
Kleiner, a 20 year old junior, 
slept in twin beds. From bed to 
bed the attacker moved. 
Chandler's face was battered, 
her jaw broken and an arm 
snapped. Kleiner suffered a 
broken jaw before the man in 
the stocking cap moved down 
stairs and out of the building. 
End of Excerpt. 
Coed residents of Prairie 
View A&M University can 
greatly reduce the possibility of 
See SECURITY. Page 3 
Lecturer Reuben Burns, A.C.S.W.; Social Worker at 
Gatesville State School was on campus recently as a guest 
lecturer to several Sociology classes. He discussed Juvenile 
Delinquency and the Criminal Justice System. Mr. Burns also 
serves as a field practicum supervisor for the Department of 
Social Work. 
TIME 
Make the most of it... 
in Peace Corps 




Memorial Student Center 
Information Booth at Student Center 
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Marshall Chevrolet-Olds, 
SALES |R| 
SERVICE P L D B M D B I H  
Your Authorized Chevrolet 
CHRLLcncinc career opportunities 
untH tHc inoustrv s Leaner 
Slitljeuser-PugtljJnt. 
Engineering Students! If you are aggressive and looking for a 
career-oriented position, consider putting yourself OUT IN FRONT 
with Anheuser-Busch, the Industry's Leader. We will be on campus 
looking for individuals with Engineering degrees to join our 
Engineering and Operations Departments on Tuesday, March 28, 1978. 
CRN TRAL ENGINEERING: B.S.M.E. — M.E.'s will gain experience in such diverse fields as material 
handling, equipment layout, piping system development, steam generation, 
compressed air systems, ventilation, heating and air-conditioning and high speed 
bottle and can packaging. 
B.S.E.E. — E.E.'s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical machine 
design and application, power distribution, sub-station layout as well as industrial 
and commercial lighting, electrical control circuits and systems control. 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT: Our Operations Department is offering opportunities in our Production 
Management Training Program for individuals with leadership ability and 
Engineering degrees. This 12-month course is designed to cover all phases of 
operation and administration and prepare trainees for a career in Production 
Management. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP, CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE. 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. 
721 Pestalozzi 
St. Louis, Missouri 63118 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
Advisory Council— 
CONTINUED from Page 1 
as the "State Advisory 
Committee on Adult Educa­
tion!' 
Under law, at least one 
public forum must be held each 
year by the Council to obtain 
citizen input on education and 
manpower needs. Over 80 
public forums have been 
conducted by the Council at the 
state, regional, and local levels 
since 1970. 
In addition to its annual 
report to the State Board of 
Education, which is also sent to 
the U.S. Office of Education, 
the Council submits an annual 
report to the Governor and a 
biennial report to the State 
Legislature. 
The Council also publishes a 
monthly newsletter in addition 
to numerous other reports, staff 
analysis, working papers, 
surveys, and background 
information data as the need 
arises. 
The Council's administrative 
staff currently consists of Alton 
D. Ice, Executive Director and 
Elton T. Thomas and Angie 
Grace as Program officers. 
Venison Sausage 
Breakfast to be at 
Methodist Church 
The First United Methodist 
Church of Prairie View is 
announcing its annual Vension 
Sausage Breakfast for March 
18, 1978; 7:30-11:00 a.m. The 
Church is located about % 
miles east of the Freeze King on 
the P.V.-Waller road. All 
persons are urged to participate 
in the Breakfast. The men of 
the church are sponsoring this 
endeavor, and the sausage is 
being donated by Mr. and Mrs. 
J. R. Powell. For such splendid 
breakfast, a donation of $2.25 
is asked. Tickets will be sold, 
and any man of the church may 
be contacted if they don't 
contact you. However, among 
the men of the church, several 
who are likely to be available 
most times are: Mr. J. R. 
Powell, 826-2737; Mr. H. A. 
Perkins, 857-3223; Mr. Claud 
Clark, 857-3304; The Reverend 
Darnell L. Walker, 857-(exts. 
3128, 2126, 3929). Your 
patronage will be most 
appreciated by the men and the 
entire church. 
Security — 
CONTINUED from Page 2 
similar incidents occurring on 
our campus by simply 
observing the following safety 
and security measures: 
1. Never place objects in the 
doors to prevent them from self 
locking. 
2. Keep doors to stairways 
locked after dark. 
3. Use main entrance after 
dark, encourage others to do 
likewise. 
NOTE: We lock doors to 
keep unauthorized persons out; 
not to keep authorized persons 
in. Your cooperation is 
appreciated. 
Remember that you can do 
some household cleaning with 
cold water. Remember also to 
repair leaking water faucets 
properly. 
AIDD Meeting 
CONTINUED from Page 2 
ics from in-house draftsmen 
with a background in basic 
drafting skills and a knowledge 
of company engineering proce­
dures. 
Dr. Edwards plans to 
continue research in this area, 
and has been requested to 
present an article for publica­
tion to Engineering Graphics a 
publication in the area of 
drafting and graphics. Addi­
tional articles are planned for 
Technology Today and AIDD 
Design <& Drafting News. 
Engineering 
Director to Speak 
CONTINUED from Page 1 
for Odessa College and has 
served on several visitation 
committees evaluation the 
engineering curricula in Texas 
and other states. He served on 
the E.C.P.D. Visititation Com­
mittee in 1970 which evaluated 
the engineering curricula at 
Prairie View A&M University. 
Donald C. Klein recently 
received the Distinguished 
Service Award from the 
National Council of Engineer­
ing Examiners (NCEE). On 
Wednesday this leader in 
Engineering will become our 
Distinguished Professor of 
Engineering as he addresses the 
engineering students and 
faculty in the College's second 
Engineering Lecture of the 
Centennial Series. Accompan-
ing the Executive Director will 
be his charming wife, Louise. 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. 
Klein welcome to Prairie View 
A&M University. 
i PMAIjIEfVI^^ T?AI.^ RIPE ~~ Hundreds of participants made the initial Sunday parade around campus before taking off 
early Monday for the 40-mile trek to Houston's Memorial Park and the Annual Livestock and Rodeo Parade. 
Donald C. Klein 
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Teacher Corps Plan First 
Humanistic Workshop 
A Humanistic Workshop will 
be held March 15-17, 1978, at 
Prairie View A&M University, 
Prairie View, Texas. This 
workshop is designed to deal 
with the development of the 
total person. The workshop 
objective will focus on human 
survival. The participants will 
have an opportunity to apply 
their skills and abilities in large 
and small group sessions which 
will be under the direction of 
Regional and National Consul­
tants. It is anticipated that 
through these strategies and 
techniques, teachers, adminis­
trators and graduate students 
will become more effective in 
developing humanistic ap­
proaches and understanding 
for the total human being. 
The conference planning 
committee has met periodically 
throughout the month to 
establish conference objectives, 
goals and activities. The 
Committte on Humanistic 
Education is composed of 
Prairie View A&M University 
Administrators and Professors 
and the Texas Teacher Corps 
Network Administrative Staff 
located at San Antonio, Texas. 
Consultants well known in 
the field of Humanistic 
Education will set the theme, 
"Developing The Total Indivi­
dual!' for the workshop. Dr. 
Sue Kinzer, University of 
Florida, Gainesville and Dr. 
Robert Valett, California State 
University, Fresno will high­
light the conference presenta­
tions. A question and answer 
period will follow presenta­
tions. Dr. A. I. Thomas. 
President of Prairie View A&M 
University will address the 
group at a banquet Thursday 
night in Alumni Hall. 
All participants will be 
lodged at Camp Allen 
Conference Center, where 
many of the activities will take 
place. 
Small group sessions will also 
be a part of this conference. 
These sessions will be held at 
Hobart Taylor. 
The conference is under the 
direction of: Dr. William 
Parker, Director, Teacher 
Corps/Teacher Center; Dr. 
John Guzman, Executive 
Secretary, Texas Teacher Corps 
Network; Dr. Willie Trotty, 
Associate Director, Consortium 
of Southern Colleges and 
Universities. 
Changing Trends in 
Educational Needs 
TEACHER CORPS LEADERS — Pictured during 
planning session at University headquarters. 
The Great Value of Never Giving 
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By Matthew Ade. Shoyebo 
The world is full of people 
with unfulfilled ambitions, and 
early promise which came to 
nothing. Why? Not for lack of 
natural ability or training and 
the proper qualifications, but 
forgiving in too easily. 
We have got to be tough. 
Sooner or later we are bound to 
come up against difficulties 
and disappointments, which 
can easily get us down and 
break us. The people who count 
are the people who say "I'm 
going to get there and nothing 
will stop me." They show by 
their dogged persistence that 
they mean it. "Most of the 
great achievements of history," 
says an elderly Professor here at 
Prairie View A&M University's 
College of Engineering, "have 
been wrought notwithstand­
ing." 
Think of Winston Churchill, 
one of the greatest world 
statesman ever known. Yet 
don't forget when he sat in 
British Parliament a lone voice 
in pre-war days, discarded even 
by his own party. Or to take 
another kind of familiar exam­
ple, think of Rev. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., the world 
great Black Nobel Price 
Winner, persectured and even 
stabbed by one of his own, yet 
reached the height of his 
ambition and made his dream 
came to reality. "Perseverance 
is my motto!' said George 
Stephenson, the inventor of the 
steam railway engine, "never 
giving up!' All too many of us 
give in when the going is hard. 
That is the temptation. What is 
one to do about it? 
The most valuable asset 
is standing up to things is the 
mood and mind of expectancy 
— that the situation is not 
hopeless and that we can, and 
we shall overcome, and win 
through. Never expect defeat. 
That is what many do, judging 
by how they talk, when they 
find themselves in difficultues. 
"What's the use?" they moan, 
and start telling you about the 
people they know who made 
nothing of it. 
First and foremost we must 
rid our minds of such 
defeatism- We can only do so 
by switching our minds in the 
opposite direction, consciously 








you have to 
deal with. 
When the 
going is hard, 
and you are 
against it, Shoyebo 
you'll say, "I don't believe in 
defeat.. Something worthwhile 
will come out of it, and I'll see 
that it does." This was my own 
reaction two years ago when I 
made "F" in one of my courses 
and I was put in academic 
probation. I took the course all 
over again and I finally made 
"B" out of the course. That is 
what is called the winning 
feeling When you get that, 
lifts the heart, unleashes fresh 
energy, and gives grit and 
power to keep on keeping on. 
This is well illustrated by 
Miss Iris Lawrence in her 
message to the Students at the 
Church Service held on our 
Campus two weeks ago in 
which President A. I. Thomas 
was present as usual including 
a Special Guest Speaker at the 
Service, Lt. Col. Beauregard 
Brown. Jr., a Prairie View 
Graduate and majority of 
Student body in attendance. 
To induce the winning 
feeling by filling your mind 
with hopeful, expectant, confi­
dent thoughts, gives you a more 
than fifty per cent chance of 
winning. With this basic 
principle established, the first 
practical step in combating the 
sinking feeling of depression, 
frustration, defeatism, when 
you are up against a set-back, 
hindrance, or knock-out blow, 
is to accept it as a challenge. 
Regard your failure in 
whatever form it comes — an 
examination that you did not 
succeed in, a project that didn't 
come off, a handicap which 
hinders you — regard it as 
simply something temporary, 
not by any means, the end. 
Think of an obstacle race. The 
obstacles, and handicaps are 
there not to spoil the race, but 
to put the runner on his mettle, 
bringing out the best in him 
and possibly break a record.. 
This is life, and to see it like 
that puts courage and fight into 
you, when you feel down and 
beaten.. 
Part / in a Series of Articles 
The College Liaison Commit­
tee of the Texas Association of 
School Personnel Administra­
tors (TASPA) a statewide 
organization, released in Janu­
ary, 1978, a list of recommen­
dations for colleges and univer­
sities regarding the optimal 
areas of academic preparation 
for their education Majors. The 
purpose of the list is to 
emphasize significant changes 
in the market for educators 
from traditional areas such as 
Humanities/Liberal Arts to 
Technical, Vocational, and 
Scientific disciplines. The areas 
cited as suffering the most 
critical shortages where Sci­
ence, Mathematics, Industri­
al/Vocational Arts, Special 
Education, and Bi-Lingual 
Education. 
The Office of Career 
Education and Placement at 
Prairie View A&M University 
felt that the information 
contained in TASPA's release 
was important and that further 
investigation was warranted. 
Thus, a survey was compiled 
and mailed through-out the 
state to all members of TASPA. 
The purpose of the survey was 
to obtain more specific 
information about the needs 
cited in the organization's 
report. 
The survey materials consist­
ed of a covered letter which 
stated that the Office of Career 
Education and Placement 
Services at Prairie View A&M 
University was conducting an 
Educational Needs Assessment 
Survey in order to provide its 
Education Majors with acade­
mic preparation in areas which 
are open and/or experiencing 
shortages in terms of certified 
teaching personnel. No men­
tion was made of TASPA or its 
recommendations. To further 
minimize bias, each adminis­
trator was requested to list, by 
priority, all of the disciplines in 
which his or her district has 
experienced the greatest a-
mount of difficulty finding 
certified teachers. In addition, 
space was provided for any 
comments they wished to 
include. 
62% of the respondents have 
returned their questionnaires, 
and the information in 
TASPA's recommendation pa­
per has been strongly substan­
tiated. Further, we have 
obtained a breakdown of each 
borad discipline mentioned, by 
both grade level and specific 
area. Each piece of new 
information has aided us in 
obtaining a better grasp of the 
employment picture for gradu­
ating Education Majors at 
Prairie View A&M University. 
Career Education's survey 
found that 100% of the Texas 
districts responding are experi­
encing shortages of Science 
teachers in one area or at one 
level. Further, 40% have 
Science teacher shortages in at 
least two areas or levels. In 
Mathematics, 100% of the 
respondnets have experienced a 
shortage of certified teachers. 
94%, 40%, and 18% of the 
districts surveyed are experien­
cing a deficit of certificated 
personnel in the areas of 
Vocational/Industrial Arts, 
Special Education, and Bi-Lin­
gual Education, respectively. 
A few of the comments 
received from respondents were 
as follows: 
"Students should be encour­
aged to select marketable 
teaching fields (e.g., Science 
Composite, Social Science 
Composite specializations) in 
addition to general elementary. 
We have plenty of History, 
P.E., English, Homemaking, 
etc!' 
Another respondent stated: 
"Urge students entering 
elementary teaching to minor 
in areas such as Math, Science, 
Language Arts, not Psychology 
or Sociology." 
Finally: 
"Too many applicants in the 
areas of Social Students and 
Home Economics!' 
Texas school system person­
nel have noted a distinct shift in 
their needs for teachers. Career 
Education and Placement has 
expanded the survey to include 
the entire United States, 
including Alaska and Hawaii, 
to ascertain whether trends in 
other states are parallel with 
those in Texas. 
The next article in this series 
will itemize the distribution of 
needs under broad disciplines 
as outlined by the Texas 
respondents in the survey, as 
well as discuss the issue of 
double certification; pros and 
cons. Watch for it! 
OOOOOOOOti 
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Higher Education Remains 
High in Public Confidence 
Newspaper and newsletter 
headlines stressed that the 
latest Harris poll showed that 
public confidence in higher 
education, along with that in 
almost all other social 
institutions, increased "drama­
tically" in the past year. It 
seems more to the point that 
the poll showed that, relatively, 
the American public still has, 
as it has had over the past 
years, more confidence in 
higher education than in any 
other social institution except 
medicine. 
This latest Harris poll, asked 
"As far as people in charge of 
running (the institutions) are 
concerned, would you say you 
have a great deal of confidence, 
only some confidence or hardly 
any confidence at all in them?" 
Results showed that, overall, 
the American public has more 
confidence in their institutions 
in 1977 than they had in 1976 
but not as much as they had in 
1966. Medicine, for instance, 
which leads the list in public 
confidence, rose from 42 per 
cent (for "a great deal of 
confidence") in 1976 to 55 per 
cent in 1977 but is still much 
lower than the 73 per cent in 
1966, and higher education 
rose from 31 per cent in 1976 to 
41 percent in 1977 but is still 
much lower than the 61 per 
cent in 1966. 
To an amateur sociologist, 
this seems hardly surprising, 
considering the trauma of the 
Vietnam war and the Water­
gate syndrome. During the 
years between 1966 and 1976, 
public confidence in all social 
institutions dropped, and no­
where more so than in those 
institutions directly realted to 
these matters. Confidence in 
the executive branch of the 
government dropped from 41 
points in 1966 to 11 points in 
1977 but rose 23 points last 
year, in the military from 62 
points to 1966 to 23 points in 
1976 but rose 31 points in 1977, 
in the Congress from 42 points 
in 1966 to 9 points in 1976 to 15 
in 1977. 
It is important, however, that 
throughout all this, higher 
education has maintained a 
(relative) high position in public 
confidence. In 1966, it ranked 
third in public confidence 
behind medicine and the 
military. In both 1976 and 
1977, it was second, ranked 
behind only medicine. This 
fact seems relevant in view of 
Congressional (15 per cent vote 
of confidence in '77) and 
the executive branch (23 per 
cent vote of confidence) 
intrusions on institutional 
management in such matters as 
indirect costs, civil rights, 
budgetary procedures, and 
what have you. 
The percentage of high-con­
fidence votes for the institu­
tions included in the survey 
follow: 
(*1973) 
Executive branch of 
Congress. 
1977 1976 1966 
.55% 42% 73% 
.41 31 61 
.34 24 41 
.31 22 50 
.31 23 62 
.30 28 41* 
.26 18 XX 
23 16 55 
.23 11 41 
.21 19 28* 
.19 16 24* 
.19 20 29 
.16 12 24* 
.15 9 42 
.15 10 22 
.11 7 21 
The Athletic Department at 
Prairie View A&M University 
will honor one of its all time 
greats Ken Houston of the 
Washington Redskins Football 
Club. 
Ken will be honored with a 
Roast Saturday, June 10, at the 
Stouffers Hotel (Greenway 
Plaza, next door to Summit), in 
Houston. It will begin at 7 p.m. 
Some of the top names in 
professional, college and high 
Blackbyrds Perform 
Playing before a disappoint­
ing turnout, Donald Byrd and 
the Blackbyrds gave what many 
students deemed to be just as 
disappointing a concert. Blam­
ed for the disappointing reviews 
by the students, were the short 
length of time the performers 
stayed on stage, and the fact 
that they did not do all of the 
best of their hits. 
One lady was more than 
thrilled by the concert, as she 
was given a crisp 100 dollar bill 
by Mr. Byrd himself. Other 
students had to look on the 
bright side for satisfaction 
though; they got to see some 
top Black performers for the 
bargain price of four dollars. 
Carl W. Mason 
school sports will be present to 
Roast Ken. 
The responds to the Roast 
has been great and we are 
expecting a full-house. 
Tickets will go on sale 
Monday, April 3. Tickets are 
$15.00 per person. 
For additional information 
please contact: Joe Booker, 
Sports Publicity Director, 
Prairie View A&M University, 
Prairie View, Texas 77445 or 
Phone: 713/857-2810 or Allen 
Aldridge, in Houston at: 
713/461-7570. 
Former Black Texas 
Political Leader 
Honored by PV 
The University Centennial 
celebration includes a tribute to 
Norris Wright Cuney. Black 
Republican leader of Texas 
from the Mid 70's to his death 
in 1895. The University will 
unveil a state historical marker 
near the birth place of Mr. 
Cuney in the Monaville area a 
few miles from the Campus. 
The public is invited to 
participate in the program on 
February 28. The presence and 
participation of friends in the 
honoring of this great black 
Texan who was a friend of our 
University and a leader of 
Texas for so many years will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Cash Awards Set 
For Articles by 
Friends of Animals 
$3,500-$2,500-$2,000. to be 
awarded to the three top 
eassayists by Friends of 
Animals, Inc. 
The Regina Bauer Franken-
berg Scholarship contest is 
aimed at fostering interest in 
changing the relationship 
between humans and other life 
forms. Awards will be given to 
students who present the three 
best essays incorporating 
animal rights principles in 
support of a Federal legislative 
campaign! The subject of the 
essay is, "Why should 
Congress, on behalf of the 
people, the animals and the 
environment, ban the leg-hold 
trap? 
For further information and 
entry form, please write: 
Friends of Animals, Scholar­
ship Committee, 11 West 60th 
Street, New York, NY 10023. 
WALLER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY — Members of the County group sponsoring 
the Centennial Unveiling Program are pictured during ceremony near old home place of Norris 
Wright Company. 
Stevenson Named News Service Head At Texas A&M 
LAne Stephenson has been 
appointed director of the 
University News Service at 
Texas A&M, announced Dr. 
Jarvis E. Miller, president. 
Stephenson, succeeding Jim 
Lindsey who retired February 
1, joined Texas A&M as 
assistant director of the news 
staff in 1966. He was promoted 
to associate director in 1968 
and last fall was named 
Ken Houston Roast and Toast 
College Poetry 
Review 
The National Poetry press 
announces the closing date for 
the submission of manuscripts 
by College Students is April 1. 
Any student attending either 
junior or senior college is 
eligible to submit his verse. 
There is no limitation as to 
form or theme. Shorter works 
are preferred because of space 
limitations. 
Each poem must be typed or 
printed on a separate sheet, 
and must bear the name and 
home address of the student, 
and the college address as well. 
Manuscripts should be sent 
to the Office of the Press. 
National Poetry Press, Box 218, 
Agoura, Ca. 91301. 
INTERNATIONAL TEA 
QUEEN — Miss Frankie 
Evette Francis, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Francis, 
Jr., of Prairie View, Texas, 
wishes to say thanks to all 
who helped her to be crowned 
Miss International Tea Queen 
of Trinity United Methodist 
Church, Houston, Texas, 
Sunday, February 26, 1978. 
Try Outs March 20-21 
Try outs for the speech in 
Stephen F. Austin in Nacog­
doches on April 8 will be held 
at 117 Old Music Bldg. 
Monday and Tuesday. March 
20-21 in various Public 
Speaking and Oral Interpreting 
Events. 
Open to all students. 
For information contact Dr. 
Eiland or Mr. Curtis at 107 Old 
Music Building or phone 2712. 
assistant to the chancellor for 
public information. 
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT — Local fans swarm around Don Byrd and key performers 
in the group presented in concert on campus before the Spring break. 
Facts from a pro on driving to survive. 
Q. What's the simplest way to get better control 
over my car and improve driving? —C.C., Mid­
land 
A. Buckle your seat belt. I'm serious. It's hard to con­
trol a car in an emergency if you are flailing around 
trying to stay behind the wheel. Any modern car will 
stop or turn hard enough to throw you around if you 
aren't strapped down. Driving without a seat belt 
means you can't use all of the stopping power or 
evasive ability built into your car. Having a lapful of 
front seat passenger won't improve your chances, 
either. This may be the best reason in the world to get 
front seat passengers to buckle up. 
Q. My brother-in-law just bought some over­
sized tires for his car. He claims they'll give it 
better stability and handling. Is this true? — 
D.S., Port Arthur 
A. Not necessarily. Increasing the area of the tire that 
contacts the road will usually give you better traction 
on dry roads, but might reduce traction on wet roads. 
Why? Because making the contact patch larger 
reduces the weight per square inch on the road and can 
cause hydroplaning at lower speeds. This happens 
when water builds up in front of a tire until the tire is 
actually riding on top of it, like a water ski. Unless the 
tread design allows better water drainage, wider tires 
may force you to slow to a crawl in wet weather. 
Q. I've just moved to Texas. What does the law 
say about turning headlights on in the evening 
and having them on after daybreak? — E.W., 
Garland 
A. Texas law says to turn them on no later than half an 
hour after sunset and turn them off no earlier than half 
an hour before sunrise. The law also says to turn on 
your lights any time vehicles or persons are not clearly 
visible at a distance of 1,000 feet. 
Lights not only help you see, they help other drivers 
see you. Motorcycle riders often ride with their lights 
on during clear daylight just to improve their visibility 
to other traffic. You'll see truckers running with their 
lights on anytime near sunset, particularly if the sun is 
behind them. If you have trouble seeing other vehicles 
that are running without lights, your car is probably 
pretty hard to see, too. When other vehicles are easily 
visible, with lights on or not, it's probably safe to turn 
yours off. 
If you have a question on driving, send it to: 
Texas Office of Traffic Safety 
P.O. Box 1165 t^drtve 
^^frtcndly~ .Austin, Texas 78767 
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SPORTS 
Essie Kelley Evans White 
Ali Story 
By George C. Pope. 
Sports Editor 
Unofficially Muhammad Ali 
is still a champion to a lot of us 
and especially to this reporter. 
Why he did not fight his last 
fight only he and a few others 
know. This is not meant to 
sound too bias but there is and 
has been so much negative 
critique that something positive 
must be said. The man, as we 
all should know, fought tough 
opponents who were not always 
in the ring. 
These opponents were very 
tenacious in their reprimand of 
Ali's (then Cassius Clay) 
existence let along his 
championship title as World 
Boxing Champion. Why? Some 
basic reasons were because he 
was young, black, held a 
prestigious title of national 
prominence and most of all 
spoke out when it just was not 
fashionable for a black man to 
speak period. To top all that 
off, he backed up what he said. 
The showman once gave you 
your money's worth and got his 
too! Just think, once boxing 
Big Spring Sports 
Weekend Planned 
took the place of cock fighting 
for entertainment and profit, 
but the rooster did not get paid 
a dime. 
In winning his title in 1960 at 
age 22 against the Black Hulk 
or Sonny Liston, Ali just 
continued to jab poetically, 
verbally, and with the speed of 
light he jabbed physically until 
1967. I'm sure you have heard 
the story by now, but just in 
case, Ali then chose not to 
battle in Vietnam just as 
famous citizens such as J. 
Wayne (who reprimanded Clay 
for refusal), R. Reagan and 
others chose not to do when 
drafted. However Muhammad 
was denied choice of refusal 
and was penalized as was not 
the case in thousands of others 
denial and really not penaliza­
tion. At that time just who 
could really blame Ali or other 
brothers for not wanting to go 
get killed or kill over there 
when they already were literally 
getting killed or killing in 
survival over here. Ah, but that 
battle is currently over and in 
1970 Ali won his court battle 
With basketball season 
closing out the Prairie View 
A&M University spring sports 
teams will engage in a busy 
schedule this weekend. 
The Panther baseball team 
of Coach John Tankersley, will 
host Southern University, 
Friday and Saturday, March 
17-18 in Southwestern Athlete 
Conference Competition. Both 
Friday and Saturday's game 
will begin at 1 p.m. 
too. After three years of exile 
most of his battles from that 
day till now have been won. 
Times have changed and one 
should forgive but not forget. 
The media then as it is now 
stayed on Ali's case which 
included all aspects of his 
private as well as social life. 
Privacy is the price paid for all 
stars which is to keep the light 
shiny to the public from all 
phases of whomever involved. 
In Muhammad's case the 
media featured his family life 
as the main event alongside his 
opponents of the ring. Gossip 
makes for good stories, but who 
really does know what goes on 
inside four walls besides Ali 
and his wives themselves. One 
should not break his faith, but 
one should at least have one if it 
is real. 
The attitude by oppressors of 
all kind has been somewhat 
negative and injust towards 
Muhammad as a man as well as 
a boxer. Thev said he talks too 
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The Panther Golf Team will 
host the Annual Prairie View 
Relays Golf Tournament, 
March 13-15 in Bryan, Texas at 
the Bryan Municipal Golf 
Course. The Panthers of SWAC 
golf coach of the year Robert 
Kinney, are the defending 
Southwesten Athlete Confer­
ence Champion. 
The Panther and Pantherette 
track team will compete in the 
TSU Relays in Houston, March 
17-18. 
The Pantherettes have com­
peted in three meets and have 
won three meets this season. 
Sophomore Essie Kelly, a 
double winner at the 1977 
SWAC Spring Championship, 
paces the team. 
Evans White, the NAIA 800 
meters record holder heads 
coach Hoover Wright's bri­
gade. White recently won the 
NAIA Indoor 800 meters. 
The 48th Annual Prairie 
View Relays and Tennis 
Tournament will be held Friday 
and Saturday, March 31-ApriI 
1. 
much, that he couldn't do it, 
that he lost controversial fights 
to Frazier, Norton and Young, 
but I disagree. A challenger 
must take it to and from the 
champion. If one saw Frazier's 
face each fight, Norton's total 
effectiveness and Young's 
dodging out of the ring then 
there should be other disagree­
ment but to each his own and 
the truth will set you free. 
He did not talk too much the 
last fight nor did he fight too 
much either. What he did do 
was lose the fight and played 
too much with a young buck 
and very dedicated boxer. Now 
there is rejoicing, big payoffs 
and speculation of the fight 
even being fixed. Well talk 
never ceases and the truth is 
not always told. Jack Johnson 
defended his last title fight at 
the age of 44 and lost it in the 
26th round. Ali is now 36 yeras 
old, weighs 225 lbs., and can 
not go effectively 15 rounds if 
he is out of shape. Hmmm, ifs 
and myths, but if Ali really gets 
into shape, say 218 lbs. and 
fights from the start not the 
finish then Ali should be 
champion for the third and last 
time. The speed is gone, 
strength can be worked on, and 
the rope-a-dope ain't foolin' 
anybody so if the playing on 
Ali's part can cease then a final 
chapter in boxing history can 
be made by this man. 
Anyway one looks at it 36 
years old is 36 years old but my 
hero is still cold. Just one more 
rhyme, one more time to show 
that talk is not cheap if you can 
sow what you reap, but make 
darn sure you reap, (DELI­
VER). 
There is only one Maham-
mad Ali. If he so retires as the 
richest and greatest boxer of all 
times it should be said that his 
wealth is shared and not just 
benefitting him but others as 
well. The thing now is that 
although everybody has some­
thing to say the most 
fashionable way is to do it with 
action and just keep your 
mouth shut. Times have chang­
ed but for good ole times sake I 
would like the Champ to be 
champion just one more time 
and retire. 
Heck I don't agree with 
The spirit of an institution is 
the compound of many things 
— a strange and often quixotic 
amalgam of unrelated, some­
times contradictory, elements 
— Athletics is one of those 
elements. 
Prairie View is the only 
remaining charter member of 
the Southwestern Athletic 
Conference, which was founded 
in 1920, with Bishop, Wiley, 
Samuel Hurton (Houston 
Tillotson), Paul Quinn and 
Prairie View as the original 
members. 
In its bid to produce 
"PRODUCTIVE PEOPLE" 
Prairie View A&M University, 
a school founded 100 years ago, 
over the years has turned out 
superb individual athletic stars 
in football, baseball, golf, track 
and tennis and basketball. 
Since 1926, Prairie View has 
won 10 Southwestern Athletic 
Conference and five National 
Championships. The Panthers 
have won four Southwestern 
Athletic Conference basketball 
titles and two national titles. 
Traditionally, dating back to 
the late Sam Taylor days, the 
Panthers have always enjoyed a 
luxury track season. They have 
won 18 SWAC and four 
national titles. Twelve of those 
titles were won by Taylor. 
In women track, the Lady 
Panthers have been a house­
hold word since Olympian 
Deborah Sapenter arrived on 
the scene back in 1973. The 
Pantherettes have won seven 
national and five SWAC titles 
since 1973. 
In golf, the Panthers have 
enjoyed great success having 
won 11 SWAC titles. They have 
won 18 tennis titles and five 
NAIA zone titles in baseball. 
In football, such names as 
the late I. T. Hunter, the late 
Tom Burton, the late Marion 
Bates, Charlie "Choo Choo" 
Brackins, Calvin Scott, Tommy 
Williams, Archie Seals, Clem 
Daniels, the Late Jim Hunt, the 
late John Farrington, Otis 
Taylor, Gentris Hornsby, Ken 
Houston, Allen Aldridge, Jim 
Mitchell, Sam Adams, the late 
Charlie Wright and Jim 
Kearney, usually, come to 
mind. 
Brackins, a 6-4, 225 pound 
quarterback, is considered by 
many football experts as one of 
the greatest to ever play the 




everything he has said or done 
or even all of his religious 
convictions for he is just a man. 
But he did speak out and did 
something. Too much of 
anything is bad but I guess he 
might have started talking 
because he got tired of shutting 
up. My hero definitely had a lot 
to say and backed it up. Boxing 
will never be the same without 
Ali! Ali! Ali! 
national and four SWAC titles. 
Ken Houston is considered 
as one of the best linebackers in 
PVU history as was Otis Taylor 
as an end. 
Basketball brings to mind 
the likes of Zelmo Beaty, 
Harlod "Coffee" Grimes, 
James Gamble, Walter McCo-
wan, Lawrence Johnson, Cor­
nell Lackey, Dewey McQueen, 
Lewis Alexander, Thomas 
Redmon, Doug Hines, Emauel 
Jones, Clarence Ludd, Guy 
Manning, Clarence Bolden and 
Oscar Williams. 
Steve Henderson, the pride 
of the New York Mets, made 
baseball a household word at 
PV. Gentris Hornsby, James 
Hall, Clarborne Johnson, Rich 
Rush, James Walker, Odie 
Davis and Douglas Andrews, 
are others who are outstanding 
on the diamond. 
In Golf, All American Paul 
Reed, Leonard Jones, Robert 
Jackson, Marvin Wilson, Mike 
Sapenter, Tommy Williams 
and Curtis Carter, are the best 
known. 
Tennis, Cliff Johnson, now 
head tennis coach at Southern 
University is one of the greatest 
to ever play the game. Johnson 
never lost a SWAC match in 
four years. Thomas Jefferson, 
Ben Wright, Don Bennett, 
Dave Webster, and Robert 
Batterux, were other greats. 
In men track, people like the 
late "Bo" Farrington, David 
Fant, Albert Nunn, Elmer 
Wooley, James Gamble, Carl 
Jackson, William Stell, James 
Finley, Olympician Fred New-
house, Felix Johnson, Alvin 
Dotson, Leon English and Jesse 
Ball, are usually the center of 
discussion. 
Women track made its hit on 
the scene with Deborah 
Sapenter, Shirley Williams, 
Loretta Holmes, and Mary 
Ayers, as the biggest names. 
WEST LOOP 
C L I N I C  
2909 W. Loop S. 610 




Free Pregnancy Testing 
"Choo Choo" Brackins 
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Southwestern Bell 
Decorate your home with this phone. 
Just call your Southwestern Bell business office and order the Candlestick.® 
©Registered Trademark of American Telecommunications Corporation 
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"BACK WHEN I WAS IN SCHOOL,MY 
BASEBALL COACH TOU) ME THAT SOMEDAY 
THERED BE A LESS FILLING BEER. HE 
ALSO TOLD ME TO TRY OUT FOR GUI CLUB" 
Marv Throneberry 
Baseball Legend 
&1978 Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. 
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A Groovy Concert Indeed 
By: Matthew Ade. Shoyebo 
Beautiful and curvaceous 
Miss Bernadette Muse, a 
Freshman, Journalism major 
from City of Prairie View, got 
$100.00 richer when she 
appeared on the Stage, 
responding to the call by 
Donald Byrd, the Bandleader 
of the Blackbyrds, when they 
entertained the student body 
here at the Little Dome on 
February 23, 1978. Most of the 
audience at the concert also got 
their own share of the gifts of 
whistles and stamborines 
(probably Centennial gifts for 
P.V.) distributed by the 
Blackbyrds. Though the band 
did entertain for a very short 
period, in contrast to the 
expectation of the students, 
they proved to the audience 
their black talents and quality 
performance which was highly 
appreciated. 
When the Blackbyrds disap­
peared from the stage at the 
end of their performances, 
there was a great speculation 
and doubt as to what surprise 
the band still held for the 
audience. Surprisingly, after 
five minutes elapsed and the 
Blackbyrds reached a point of 
no return, the entire audience 
started shouting "We want 
Don"! "We want Don"!! "We 
Let yourself go! 
. . .  t o  a n y  o f  6 8  d i f f e r e n t  
countries, in Peace Corps. 




Memorial Student Center 
Information Booth at Student Center 




Naval Ship Weapons Systems 
Engineering Station (NSWSES) 
Port Hueneme, California 
for 
Electronic Engineers 
If you will be graduating with a BS/MS 
degree in Electrical or Electronic Engineer-
'"g,bj3f August of this year, we would like 
talk t° you about the interesting work 
being done by our staff of approximately 
600 professional engineers. 
Our representative will be on campus to 
interview students on March 16. 
We would appreciate the opportunity to pro­
vide you more information about our work, 
the benefits of career civil service and our 
ocation. Take this opportunity by signing 
up for an interview in the Career Education 
& Placement Services now. 
A" Equal Opportunity Employer 
We could tell you about 
the great places we work, 
the specialists we work 
with and all the other 
benefits of Army Nursing. 
But we're looking for 
nurses who care more 
about patients. 
Whatever the reasons 
behind our special style 
of nursing, we see it work 
small wonders every day, 
and we're extremely proud 
of it. 
If you will graduate soon 
with a minimum of a BSN, 
you can share in that 
special feeling of pride 
and accomplishment with 
us. 
Your local Army Nurse 
Corps Representative will 





The Army Nurse Corps. We 
need more people like you. 
Barbara ft Jerry—Newest Act in Town 
want Don"!!! But unfortunate­
ly, Don did not return to the 
stage. 
The special guest star 
"Sunrise Band!' the group that 
consists of two productive 
students from Prairie View 
A&M University, had earlier 
put on a groovy show which 
acutally awakened the audience 
and put everybody on their feet, 
jamming to their fine music. 
The Sunrise Band did a rare 
performance in which everyone 
at the Concert will treasure for 
a lengthy period. However, the 
fabulous Sunrise plans to 
return to Prairie View and once 
again entertain Pantherland 
Family. 
I discussed with the 
bandleader of the group, Jackie 
Barbara and Jerry is the 
hottest act in town. They are 
the new ARCO Undergraduate 
Engineering Fellows for the 
1978-79 academic year. The 
announcement that Barbara 
Tompkins and Jerry Daniels of 
the College of Engineering, 
Prairie View A&M University, 
were the recipients of the 
ARCO Undergraduate Engi­
neering Fellowships, was made 
jointly by Dean A. E. Greaux of 
the College of Engineering and 
Mr. Larry Graves, Manager, 
Corporate University Relations 
of Atlantic Richfield Refining 
Company, Los Angeles, Cali­
fornia. 
The Fellowship provides 
each student with the opportu­
nity to carry out their Summer 
Engineering Experience (Pro­
ject SEE) as engineering interns 
with ARCO during the 1977 
Jones and he told me that the 
group has been together for 
about eight years and had 
performed with such renowned 
Musical Group as Leon 
Haywood, TheTemptations, 
Marvin Gaye, Millie Jackson 
and The O'Jays. The band is in 
residence in Houston and plans 
to release a hit record very 
soon. 
Summer. The Fellowship 
carries a financial award of 
$2,500 to each student. It is to 
be used to assist the students in 
satisfying their financial needs 
for their education. The 
students are to serve as 
tutor-counselors in the College 
of Engineering's tutorial-coun­
selling program, which is called 
"Project Intercept." They will 
receive a monthly stipend from 
the Fellowship while they are 
engaged in assisting other 
students in achieving academic 
success. Barbara Denise Tomp­
kins is an outstanding 
sophomore Mechanical Engi­
neering major. She has been on 
the President's Honor Roll each 
semester that she has been 
enrolled in the University. She 
as well as Jerry Daniels, have 
been on the Dean's List of 
Distinguished Engineering Stu­
dents, and she serves as a 
member of the Student 
Engineers' Joint Council (S.E.-
J.C.), which is the student 
advisory body to the Dean of 
Engineering. Barbara has a 
3.68 average out of a possible 
4.00. Barbara is a Prairie 
Viewite. She is a graduate of 
Waller High School. 
Jerry Daniels is from Troup, 
Texas. He is a sophomore, 
Electrical Engineering major 
who has distinguished himself 
by earning an overall academic 
average of 3.72 out of a possible 
4;00. Jerry has been on the 
President's Honor Roll each 
semester and is a member of 
the Dean's List of Distinguish­
ed Engineering Students. He is 
a tutor-counsellor in Project 
Intercept and holds member­
ship in several technical 
professional societies including 
A.S.M.E., T.S.P.E. and the 
recently established American 
Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics (AIAA). 
Barbara and Jerry are the 
newest and the hottest act in 
Town. What is their act? It's 
called SUCCESS! 
48th ANNUAL PV RELAYS 
The 48th Annual Prairie View A&M Univer­
sity Relays will be held Friday and Saturday, 
March 31st and April 1st at Blackshear Field. 
Friday's Events Will Begin at 9:00 a.m. 
Engineers 
Rapidly expanding 
Gulf Coast electric utility 
seeks engineering talent. 
Gulf States Utilities Company, an investor-owned electric utility 
serving the Gulf Coast area of southeastern Texas and south 
centra Louisiana, is seeking electrical and mechanical engineers to 
help plan and carry out its extensive engineering and construction 
t0 mee,'the future needs of some 431,000 customers in its 
48,1)1)0 square-mile service area. 
Excellent opportunities are available in areas such as: 
• Transmission and substation planning and design 
• Nuclear and fossil power plant engineering and design 
• Power distribution engineering 
• Power plant maintenance and operations efficiency 
• Construction management 
• Instrumentation and controls design and maintenance 
All positions provide excellent career opportunities, salaries, bene­
fits and relocation expense packages. Location possibilities exist 
throughout the entire GSU service area. 
Our recruiters will be ON CAMPUS at 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
Wednesday, March 22, 1978 
2 
GSU AREA! 
See your placement center 
for further details. 
STATES ZJTITITIES COIWFJUwi 
P.O. Box 2951 Beaumont, Texas 77704 
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Main Streaming is in 
At Prairie View 
By: Angela Denise Greaux 
Feature Editor 
Mainstreaming is . in at 
Prairie View A&M University; 
that is, this university is going 
about the business of produc­
ing graduates who will enter 
those professions which serve 
this society as shapers of 
society. At Prairie View the 
thrust is to ensure that our 
students, you and me are 
properly and adequately pre­
pared to enter the mainstream 
profesisons. 
This week of faculty and 
students retreat, the university 
has moved to reinforce this 
thrust. It is affording time, a 
week, during which the highly 
structured semester with its 
demanding time frames of 
regularly scheduled classes, are 
modified to provide the 
university, its faculty and 
students, a period for adjust­
ments, a period of reassess­
ments and re-evaluations and 
reinforcements and advance­
ments. This is the week for 
meeting the standards of 
moving beyond the standards. 
It is the week for moving ahead. 
It is the week for making 
greater progress. 
Evidence as to how the 
University and its people are 
using this week may be shown if 
you visit the campus and 
meander through the halls of 
learning, the library, the 
laboratories and the residence 
halls. It may be seen through 
the field trips which depart­
ments and colleges are 
conducting for their students or 
through the interview visits 
being made by students relative 
to permanent employment 
with the industries and 
agencies of this country or for 
summer internships for those 
students who still have time to 
spend before graduating. Let's 
go on a journey during this 
week. Let us travel to Ft. Hood, 
Texas. There Prairie View 
students are in the Army 
ROTC program at the 
University are living the life of a 
2nd lieutenant. 
Then let's jet out ot San 
Diego, California, to visit a 
group of future naval officers in 
training. They are from the 
University's Naval ROTC 
program. Then let us make a 
quick stop at Quantico, 
Virginia to visit a contingent of 
soon-to-be U.S. Marine offi­
cers. They too are from Prairie 
View. What's behind all of 
this? MAINSTREAMING. It is 
the university's thrust to ensure 
that some of its graduates will 
take their places as naval 
officers, army officers, marine 
officers in the largest industrial 
corporation in the world; 
namely, the U.S. Department 
of Defense. Our students are 
being prepared to become 
leaders in this gigantic 
multi-billion corporation. They, 
are preparing to run this 
corporation .... AND THAT 
IS MAINSTREAMING TO 
ME. 
As we drove to Ft. Hood we 
passed as usual the P.V. 
Engineers. They were at 
ALCOA in Rockdale. They 
were at IBM-Austin. They were 
at the Texas Highway 
Department and at Texas 
Instruments. And as we jetted 
to San Diego we saw these 
proud, confident P.E. engineers 
visiting the aerospace indus­
tries at Space Park, California 
and on our way to the East, we 
found them in the major 
industrial corporations along 
the Eastern seaboard. Every­
where we travelled there were 
P.V. Engineers. "Leaders" I 
thought. They look good. They 
were confident of their 
strengths and they were 
comfortable in the industrial 
and professional settings. 
Why were they at these major 
centers of industry and 
government? They were MAIN-
STREAMING. They were on 
the move. They were a part of 
the University's thrust to 
impact the professions of 
Engineering and Architecture, 
by producing leaders for these 
two mainstream professions. 
In the classrooms at Waltrip 
Senior High, in the classrooms 
of Skyline Senior High, Dallas 
and in the many classrooms 
throughout the State, we 
encountered more P.V. stu­
dents during this week of my 
travels. They too were 
MAINSTREAMING as they 
prepared to become future 
teachers and administrators of 
another major industry and 
profession; namely, Education. 
In that massive medical 
complex in Houston, I saw the 
future leaders of the new 
medical team. Prairie View 
students preparing to be 
nurses, physicians, dentists, 
technologists. Why where they 
there? The answer came back 
to me, in a resounding chorus, 
"MAINSTREAMING:' 
Like in Dante's "Divine 
Comedy" wherever my 
thoughts took me on this 
journey I saw evidences, during 
this week, of Prairie View's 
mission being put into action, 
its thrust to produce competent 
professionals for the main­
stream professions and for a 
better quality lifestyle, called 
upper-middle-class Americans. 
As I returned to campus, I 
felt good and excited because I 
encountered an equal level of 
effort, as students were seen 
huddled with faculty develop­
ing greater strengths, reinforc­
ing themselves. They were 
MAINSTREAMING at the 
citadel of this movement and I 
became curious and I wandered 
through the halls of learning to 
be certain that this was indeed 
true. 
At the palatial Hobart Tay­
lor Hall, they were engaged in 
preparing students to become 
tomorrow's concert artists, 
composers, dramatists, play 
directors and playrights. On 
the other wing I saw the future 
capitalists, the financial ex-
GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK 






Womens Basketball Team 
Ends 1977-78 Season 
1977 SWAC Champions — 
Panther Golfers Set for 
The Lady Panthers of Prairie 
View concluded their Basket­
ball season Friday, February 24 
ai Huntsville, Texas in the 
South Zone tournament. 
The Panthers were defeated 
in the first round by 
tournament champions Univer­
sity, of Houston 78-48 and 
nipped in consolations by 
Texas A&M 59-58. 
The Lady Panthers finished 
the season with a won-Iost 
record of 10-18. The last of 
several of her players played 
gloomy in many games because 
of experience. 
For the 1978-79 season the 
Lady Panthers will return all 
the 77-78 team members. Ex­
perience being the best teacher 
the Panthers will be competit-
tive always. 
Thanks to the student body 
and faculty members and 
friends for backing the 
Panthers in 1977-78. 
The following Lady Panthers 
were members of the team: 
Dori Denman, Crockett, team 
captain; Linda Bell, Waco, 
Richfield; Janis Stewart, Waco, 
Richfield; Debra Gardner, 
Brenham; Sandra Washington, 
Snook; Natalye Miller, Galves­
ton; Lisa Speaks, Corpus 
Christi; Bobby Calloway, 
Calvert; Carla Douglas, Hous­
ton; Mary Gray, New Orleans, 
La. 
Annual PV Tournament Panther Club Raffle 
Ends April 1,1978 
Prairie View's head golf 
coach Robert Kinney has yet 
given consenus agreemnt that 
the Panthers are about to start 
another Southwestern Athletic 
Conference golf dynasty. How­
ever, Kinney, with a smile, 
conceded it would be good for 
alumni ego. 
The Panthers walked away 
with the Southwestern Athletic 
Conference golf championship 
last season when they were 
expected not to be ready for at 
least a couple of years. But 
Kinney, one not very patient, 
went out and won it despite all 
kinds of odds. 
What would Kinney like to 
do in 1978? "We are a young 
team and are in a rebuilding 
stage after losing some key 
people!' said Kinney who also 
perts, certified life underwrit­
ers, accountants and industrial­
ists in the making. And as 
usual, the P.V. Engineers 
continued their unrelenting 
thrusts in the "House of 
Eternal Light" called the 
Engineering Center. 
Throughout this vast center 
for intellectual life, this 
See MAIN STREAMING, P 7 
coaches the Panthers defensive 
team that boast the likes of All 
America James Cowans and 
Rich Benett. "There are no real 
powerful teams in the 
conference this season, but 
everyone has some talented 
performers!' said Kiney who 
has a couple at Prairie View in 
returning All SWAC perform­
ers Bill Sacks and Bart Perez. 
Does Kinney see it difficult 
for the Panthers to walk 
through the SWAC round 
robin undefeated as they did 
last season? "Yes, it will be very 
difficult because of the 
balanace we have in the 
league!' continued Kinney. 
In three round robin meets 
at Mississippi Valley, Jackson 
State and Southern, the 
Panthers have gotten an early 
look as how the SWAC could 
stack up. The Panthers won the 
Mississippi Valley tournament, 
placed fourth at Jackson and 
second at Southern. 
However. Kinney and his 
golfers will get another chance 
at their foes March 13-15, when 
the Panthers host the annual 
Prairie View Relays Golf 
tournament at the Bryan 
Municipal Golf Course in 
Bryan. This is two weeks prior 
Information — 
Peace Corps—VISTA 
Representative will be on campus Wednesday, March 15th 
and Thursday, March 16th, 1978 in Memorial Student Center and 
Placement Office Rm. 116 Memorial Student Center (March 16th 
only). 
Peace Corps need graduating seniors and graduating students 
to serve two years in a developing country, sharing their skills with 
the people. 
Qualifications: B.S. or B.A. degree or vast experience in a 
skill, American citizen, accept single persons and married couples 
with no dependents, willingness to devote two years of life to 
volunteerism (no salary paid, but adequate living allowance is 
provided), must be at least 18 years old. 
Vista need graudate students and graduating seniors to spend 
one year in a low-income community somewhere in the United 
States, using their skills to help the community work towards 
self-sufficiency. 
Qualificaitons: B.S. or B.A. degree and/or experience in 
community organization, legal resident of United States, accept 
single and married persons, willingness to commit one year to 
volunteerism (no salary paid, but adequate living allowance 
provided). 
Peace Corps Representative: Carol Harris, Austin, Texas. 
BRAN NAN'S 
MEATS OF QUALITY 
2200 Cherry Waller 372-3639 
STRICKLAND'S VARIETY STORE 
Tele. 826-2131 
1132 Austin Hempstead, Texas 
The Panther Club Raffle will 
end April 1, 1978. The winners 
will be announced at the Prairie 
View Relays. The winner need 
not to be present to win. The 
Raffle is given in Honor of the 
Mark Brown Memorial Award. 
Help the Panther Club to keep 
the memories of a football 
player alife. The award will be 
given at the annual All Sports 
Banquet on Tuesday, April 25, 
1978, at 7 p.m. 
I hope all members of 
Panther Land will buy a ticket. 
They are $1.00 per ticket. You 
can buy as many as you like. 
Remember it is for a good 
cause. You can buy them from 
any member of the Panther 
Club, or call Alexander Hall 
2818. Also you can call the 
president, Ell-Roy Stevenson, if 
you wish to buy a ticket, at 
2500. 
1st prize $100.00 Bill 
2nd prize . AM-FM clock radio 
3rd prize A surprise 
For one dollar you can win 
anyone of these wonderful 
prizes. Thank you once again 
for helping us. 
Ell-Roy Stevenson, President 
Physical Fitness 
Physical fitness programs 
have devoured our whole nation 
and benefitted the economy. 
Everyone wants to become 
physically fit! There are several 
advantageous aspects acquired 
from joining this new fan club. 
Consider an obese or an 
extremely overweight person 
that has tried to lose weight. 
More than likely this person 
has tried every diet from fasting 
to the Ayds plan. This 
overweight person can lose 
weight and become physically 
fit with exercise and the 
encouragement of concerned 
friends. 
If a person wants a 
membership card there are 
several things to be considered: 
1) make up your mind to do it, 
2) follow a regular schedule, 
3) wear something loose and 
comfortable. A person trying to 
flatten the stomach or lose the 
hips, whatever the case in the 
olden days wore an old tee 
shirt, tennis shoes and socks. 
Today, a person trying to lose 
weight has to keep up with the 
latest weight losing outfit. The 
sweatsuit has edged its way into 
the fashion scene and has 
to the Prairie View Relays and 
Tennis tournament, which will 
be held March 31 -April 1. 
Packing the Panthers are 
sophomore Bill Sacks from 
Dallas with a 75.0 average and' 
senior Bart Perez, from Crystal 
City, both below their average, 
according to Kinney. 
become socially acceptable for 
engaging in any type of sports. 
A person should seriously 
consider the advantages in 
being in good condition. 
Becoming physicaly fit in some 
what easier than it sounds. 
Exercise and eating the right 
types of food play an important 
role in this endeavor. There are 
innumerable exercises and food 
plans available to meet every 
individuals needs. 
It has been proven in 
laboratories around the world 
that a person who is physically 
fit life expectancy is somewhat 
legnthened. Whereas, the 
person that eats and sleeps his 
life away is more susceptible to 
hert malfunctions and other 
infectious viruses. So, the only 
thing required for becoming 
physically fit is a strong desire 
and some way of purchasing 
your Physical Fitness Outfit. 
NEED TYPING 
ASSISTANCE? 




Aduentures of the 
mind & spirit .  . .  
Brace Corps & VISTA -
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Synchronized Swimming Team 
COMING SOON - The 
AQUA Laids and AQUA 
Maids Synchronized Swim­
ming team of Prairie View 
A&M University will present 
their second annual aquatic 
show. The theme will be "The 
Dancers In Liquid Space'.' The 
swimmers will execute danc­
ing and swimming, combined 
in a routine you will have to 
see to believe it. Tickets are 
on sale now for .75 cents. 
Pictured (L-R) Patricia 
Harris, Robbie Brown, Melba 
Hopkins, Nikki Torian, Larry 
Harrys, Michael Groove, 
Anthony Bell, George Daw-
Pantherettes Set for 
Fort Worth Meet 
The Prairie View Panther 
ettes track team of Coach 
Barbara Jacket are off and 
running again. 
This weekend, the Panther-
ettes will be going for their 
third straight meet win in as 
many starts when they run in 
the Ft. Worth Recreation meet 
Friday and Saturday at 
Farrington Field. 
The Pantherettes have won 
both the Ty-Terrell Relays and 
Astrobelle Relays. 
The 440-relay team of Debra 
Melrose, Patrice Roberts, Vicki 
Belser. and Beverly Day, have a 
best of 46.2 at the Ty-Terrell 
Relays. Debra Melrose, Angela 
Dudley, Essie Kelly and Beverly 
Day, have been clocked with a 
3:50.5 in the mile relay at the 
Ty-Terrell meet. The sprint 
medley relay team of Roberts, 
Belser, Day and Melrose, ran a 
1:45.7 at the Ty-Terrell. 
Melrose, a sophomore from 
Austin, has a best of 57.0 in the 
400 meters. Sophomore Essie 
Kelley, a two time winner at the 
1977 Southwestern Athletic 
Conference meet has a best of 
2:26.9 in the 800 meters and 
4:12.1 in the 1500 meters. 
One of the surprises of the 
newcomers is freshman Patrice 
Roberts, who was named the 
most outstanding performer at 
the Astrobelle Relays. Roberts 
won the 100 meters in 11.8 and 
ran a 11.8 on the first leg of the 
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PVA&M U vs San Jacinto Col. 
PVA&M U vs. Paul Quinn Col. 
Place Time 
. PV,Texas 1:00 
. Waco, Tx 1:00 
PVA&M U. vs. Texas College 
PVA&M U. vs. Wiley College 
PVA&M U. vs. Paul Quinn Col 
PVA&M U. vs. Texas College 
PVA&M U vs. Southern U. . . 
PVA&M U. vs. Southern U. 
PVA&M U. vs. San Jacinto Col. 
PVA&M U. vs. U. of Wisconsin 
PVA&M U. vs. Le Tourneau Col.. Longview, Tx. 
PVA&M U. vs. Jarvis College. . . Hawkins, Tx. 
Tyler, Tx TOO 
. Marshall, Tx. 1:00 
PV, Tx 1:00 
PV, Tx 1 00 
PV, Tx 1:00 
PV, Tx 1:00 
.Pasadena, Tx. 1:00 
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PVA&M U. vs. Huston-Tillotson Austin, Tx 1:00 
PVA&M U. vs Texas Southern U . Houston, Tex. . . 1:00 
PVA&M U vs. T-S-U Houston, Tx. .1:30 
PVA&M U. vs Jarvis Col PV, Tx 1:30 
PVA&M U. vs Southern U Baton Rouge, La. 1:30 
PVA&M U. vs Southern U Baton Rouge, La. 1:30 
PVA&M U vs SUNO New Orleans, La. 1:30 
PVA&M U. vs Huston-Tillotson PV, Tx 1:30 
PVA&M U. vs Wiley College . PV, Tx 1 =30 
PVA&M U. vs SUNO PV, Tx 1:00 
PVA&M U. vs T-S-U PV, Tx 1:00 
PVA&M U. vs T-S-U PV, Tx 1:00 
1978 — SWAC CHAMPION SERIES — Home of Eastern 
Division 
MAY 10, 11, 12, 13, 1978 NAIA DISTRICT #8 PLAY OFF — Arlington 
Stadium in Arlington, Texas. .* DENOTES — NAIA GAMES 
** DENOTES — SWAC GAMES 
Swim Team Concert Set 
NEW MEMBERS - We 
are proud to introduce our 
outstanding new members 
they are as follows: Left to 
right — George Dawson, 
Michael Groove, Larry Har­
ris, and Nikki Torian, 
Main Streaming 
CONTINUED from Page 6 
University, you came alive as 
you became engulfed in the 
refreshing experiences of the 
inner workings of mainstream-
ing at Prairie View. People at 
work, People enjoying it, like 
my famous eight of 1878, who 
started this revolutionary 
dream of moving from being 
property into people and into 
the mainstream of American 
life. People with seriousness of 
purpose. People with a burning 
pride to make the difference. 
Pople who are determined to be 
the influencers and the shapers 
of decisions. People who are to 
be the decision-makers. People 
who are to be the creators of 
and the leaders of the 
American system. 
Prairie View was focussing 
on its central thrust during this 
week of retreat. It was a very 
special week. It was a period for 
sharpening those skills, to 
focus the energies of the 
university in a centrally intense 
manner, to ensure that its 
products; namely, its graduate 
swill leave this sacred oracle 
fully equipped for the 
MAINSTREAM. 
The Synchronized Swim club 
of Prairie View A&M Univer­
sity the first in the history of 
Prairie View presents in the 
Women gymnasium April 12 
and 13, 1978 at 7:30 p.m., "The 
Dances In Liquid Space!' 
Patricia Harris, president 
and coach of the organization 
states the main objectives and 
purposes of the club as mainly 
to expose aquatic phenomenon 
to the Prairie View family. 
Other members are: Robbie 
Brown, Nikki Toran, Melba 
Hopkins, Anthony Bell, George 
Dawson, Micheal Grover and 
Larry Harry. These young men 
and women plan to represent 









ATHLETES OF THE WEEK 
LARRY HAGAN 
6'4" GUARD-FORWARD 
from New Orleans, Louisiana. 
In his last three games Larry has scored 
86 points ... he scored 28 against Arkansas-
Little Rock, 22 against Paul Quinn and 35 
against Mississippi Valley. He had 39 re­
bounds in those three games and 21 assists 
and seven steals. 
LARRY HAGAN 
£ S.W.A.C. PLAYER OF THE WEEK X S.W.A.C. PLAYER OF THE WEEK y 

